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Lab 2 - Editing Audio Tracks & Loop Construction

Objectives
1. Become familiar with Edit Tools and Edit Modes, using them to create and edit new 
audio regions.
2. Explore edit and playback selections and differentiate between their uses.
3. Create and playback audio loops using various tools and modes.

What to turn in
• A Mac friendly text document containing the answers to the lab questions (appropriately 
numbered) and labeled following this example:  4200L1FirstInitialLastnameAnswers .

• Your complete Pro Tools session folder (session file, audio files, etc.), properly labeled 
as instructed in class (ex. 4200L1FirstInitialLastname), copied onto the nathanadam 
iDisk server.  

• Part 1 – Editing Tools and Modes
This lab will introduce some of the edit tools and editing modes. The Edit Tools are used 
to make modifications to audio regions, such as trimming, selecting, and moving. Edit 
Modes affect the placement and movement of regions, as well as editing commands 
such as Copy and Paste. Proficiency in the use of tools and modes is essential for 
successful operation of any DAW (Digital Audio Workstation).
• Launch Pro Tools and create a new session according to the General Lab Guidelines 
(44.1 kHz, 24 bit, BWF, stereo) saving it on the Desktop.
• Locate the Edit Modes on the upper left of the edit window. Select Slip mode.
• Access the Lab 2 Audio Data folder in the 4200 folder on the Class_Resources server. 
• Import the Big Drums.wav file and the Small Drums.wav file into the Regions list. 
• Create a stereo audio track and rename it “Edit.”
• Place the Big Drums audio region at the head of the track.

Edit Tools
The edit tools are located at the top of the Edit Window and are represented by picture 
icons:
Zoom - a magnifying glass (or glass with an arrow)
Trimmer - a box with left and right arrow (or, the same with a clock)
Selector - a region of audio with a “highlighted” area
Grabber - a hand (or a hand with scissors, or a hand with boxes)
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Scrubber - a speaker
Pencil - a pencil
Note:  The Zoom, Trimmer, Grabber and Pencil tools all have multiple “modes” which 
allow the tool to perform different functions (these are selectable by the pull-down menu 
below each icon).  Unless specified, use the top-most tool: Normal Zoom, Standard 
Trimmer, Time Grabber and Free Hand Pencil.
Depending upon which tool is selected, the cursor in the edit window changes 
accordingly. Observe the different cursors for each tool.
• Select the Grabber tool. Mouse on top of the audio region, click and move to the right.
1. What happens to the region?
 
2. What is the function of the Grabber tool?
 
• Choose the Selector Tool. Click and drag over part of the region – the selected area is 
“highlighted” with a black background.  The highlighted area is the area affected by edit 
commands such as copy, paste, delete or by actions such as trims, fades, or plug-in 
processing. This will be more apparent when these operations are performed.
• With the area still selected, press the delete key.
3. What is the result?
 
• Select the standard Trimmer Tool.  Mouse over somewhere toward the right end of
the Big Drums file and click once (towards the end of the file).
4. What happened to the region?
 
• Mouse to the very right edge of the region, clicking and dragging it all the way to the 
right.
5. What happens to the region?

6. How far to the right can the region be stretched? (What is the limit?)
 
Playback, Edit and Timeline Selections
The starting point of audio playback is selectable. Different points in time can be chosen, 
and certain portions of the audio can be selected for playback.
• With the Selector Tool, click anywhere in the Timebase Ruler (the area above your 
tracks in the Edit Window – where you see the Min:Sec or Bars:Beats timeline) and 
begin playback. Note that playback occurs from where you clicked on the ruler. Note 
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also that a flashing cursor appears in the ruler, indicating where playback begins. (The 
cursor is actually two blue arrows on top of each other.) This location is the Timeline 
Insertion Point.
• Click and drag somewhere in the Timeline. Note that the selected area is indicated by 
the blue arrows, or the Playback Markers (indicated with a “down” arrow and an “up” 
arrow). 
• Begin playback. 
7. What audio is played?
 
In normal operation, a highlighted selection (Edit Selection) is also the playback 
selection (Timeline Selection). Sometimes, however, you may need a different approach.
• Still using the Selector Tool, select a different portion of audio and begin playback.
• While the audio is still playing back, highlight a different area.  
8. What audio played back?
 
• With your audio still selected, press Stop and then Start again.
9.  What audio plays back now?
 
• With the same area selected, go to the Options menu and deselect Link Timeline and 
Edit Selection.
•  Now, select a different area of the region and press Play.
10. What audio is played now?
 
There are now two different sets of markers in the Timebase Ruler – one for the Edit 
selection and one for the Playback selection. When the two are not linked, the Selector 
or Grabber Tool highlights the Edit selection in the region. In this mode, playback 
selections can still be made in the Ruler itself.
Link the Timeline and Edit selections by selecting Link Timeline and Edit Selection under 
the Options menu.  This will usually be your usual mode of working.

Edit Modes
Edit Modes affect the placement and movement of regions, as well as editing commands 
such as trim, delete, copy and paste. Two modes will be explored: Slip and Shuffle.
At this point, your session should contain an audio track with two regions separated by a 
space.  The regions should also NOT be all the way to the left of the track.
• Select Slip Mode, and the Grabber Tool. Select the right region and drag it to the right 
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and then to the left. Note that the region can be placed at any desired point on the 
playlist.
• Change your Edit Mode to Shuffle Mode. Try to slide the right region further to the right. 
It will not move to the right.
• Try to slide it to the left.
11. Where does the region end up?
 
• Move the left region to the left. It should snap all the way to left to the beginning of the 
timeline. Move the second region to the left as well. Observe the alignment of the 
regions.
12. Describe the function of Shuffle Mode:
 

Part 2: Introduction to Loop Construction
Creating drum loops is a very common application of a DAW (Digital Audio Workstation).  
They are used, not only as the core of many musical compositions, but also as a 
framework for recording acoustic performances.
• Mute the Edit track (M button), and create two new stereo tracks. 
• Name them Source and Loop.
• Drag the Big Drums audio onto the Source track and aligned it to the beginning of the 
session (Shuffle Mode will help with this).
The Source track contains several instances of drum patterns, each containing 4 bars of 
4/4. • Listen to each and select one from which to make a loop.
• Using the Selector Tool, select two of the four bars from the chosen pattern. 
•Listen to it to make sure it is a complete 8-count pattern (1.2.3.4.1.2.3.4). 
• Have your drum pattern automatically loop during playback by selecting Loop Playback  
from the Options menu.
•You can fine-tune the selection by moving the playback markers in the
Ruler (at the top) OR by pressing SHIFT and DRAGGING your selection in or out point.  
This will allow your highlighted selection area to change.
• When you are satisfied with your loop selection, make a new region from the audio by 
going to Region > Capture Region. Name the new region Loop One.  **Note: If you alter 
a region (further edit it) after you have named it, the region will be appended with various 
numerical suffixes such as -01 or -02.  Avoid this by being certain that your region loops 
correctly prior to capturing it.
• Drag a copy of Loop One onto the Loop track. Go Edit > Repeat and repeat it three 
more times so that the loop plays a total of 4 times. Be sure you are in Shuffle Mode!
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• Mute the Loop track (if not already done).  
• Drag the Small Drums audio onto the Source track. Listen to each pattern, and select 
one bar to create a second loop from. Create a new region as before, naming this 
selection Loop Two.
• Drag Loop Two onto the Loop track (after the previous Loop One regions). Select Edit 
> Duplicate. You should now have 4 regions of Loop One, followed by two regions of 
Loop Two.
• Solo the Loop track and play the entire selection. There should be a smooth, 
continuous beat, with no jumps in timing. If not, you need to go back and edit the loops 
you created.
• When you are satisfied, save your session and answer the questions below.

Further Questions
13. Replicating a region is commonly done. Duplicating and Repeating (Edit > 
Duplicate and Edit > Repeat…), are two helpful functions in this process. What is 
difference between the two? 

14. How does creating, editing, replicating, or deleting audio regions affect the 
original audio files?
 
List the shortcuts for (You may search the “Keyboard Shortcuts” file under the Help 
menu):
15. Cycle Through The Edit Tool selections:
16.Cycle Through The Edit Mode selections:
17. Link Edit and Timeline Selection:
18. Loop Playback:
19. Duplicate: 
20. Repeat:
21. Horizontal Zoom In:
22. Horizontal Zoom Out: 
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